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Chromosomal DNA replication in eukaryote requires the assembly of complex protein 
factors to promote its regulation. MCM (mini-chromosome maintenance) complex, known as a 
replicative helicase is one of the most important factors to form the early pre-RC (pre-replicative 
complex) in G1 phase. MCM complex consists of six protein subunits formed hetero-hexamer ring, 
Mcm2-7. Each of the six MCM proteins is essential for viability and the reduction of MCM protein 
levels causes genome instability. Recently, MCM-BP (MCM-binding protein) was found to form an 
alternative MCM complex by replacing Mcm2 with MCM-BP. In fission yeast, an MCM-BP 
homologue is encoded by an essential mcb1+ gene. Temperature sensitive mutant of mcb1+ results 
in the concomitant cell elongation in cell cycle arrest. Functional roles of Mcb1 protein is still 
unclear despite of such observations.  
The present work aims to investigate the profile of Mcb1 protein in mcb1ts cells. Western 
blotting analysis for fractionated protein by sucrose density gradient centrifugation showed that 
there is a striking change in the profiles of MCM complex and Mcb1 between wild type and mcb1ts 
cells. The Mcb1L254P mutated protein accumulated in high molecular mass fractions. To find the 
factors that are genetically related to the Mcb1 protein, twenty-six suppressors that could recover 
the temperature sensitivity of mcb1ts mutant have been isolated in our laboratory. One of 
suppressors was found to be an intragenic suppressor that has an additional mutation on mcb1ts 
gene. This information prompted me to make complementation groups of these suppressors by 
genetic crossing. Seventeen of twenty-six suppressors were found to belong to the group of 
intragenic suppressor of mcb1ts or to the group of ded1 mutants that has been isolated in the 
previous screening. The remaining nine suppressors were subjected to make further 
complementation groups, resulting in seven complementation groups. Responsible mutations of 
these groups were analysed by NGS followed by Mudi analysis and three of seven were identified 
as a mutation on med15+, spl1+ and a gene encoding meiotic recombinant protein, respectively.  
Analysis of Mcb1 protein profile in an intragenic suppressor showed an intermediate Mcb1 
protein complex between wild type and mcb1ts mutant. The profiles of the MCM protein complex in 
ded1 mutant seemed to be similar with those of wild type cells, suggesting that the reduction level 
of loading of MCM protein onto a replication origin could be reverse by these changes in ded1 
mutant. Furthermore, mcm5+ triplication showed intermediate profiles MCM protein complex. This 
result was consistent with previous study which reported that the introduction of a multi-copy 
plasmid containing mcm5+ could suppress the mis-localization of MCM proteins in mcb1L254P cells. 
In addition, the profiles of MCM protein in cells were shifted to high molecular mass after 
overexpression of Mcb1 protein. This result suggests that Mcb1 overexpression disturb MCM 
protein complex. 
